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Mexico 

Boring on
Jul 5th 2007 | MEXICO CITY 
From The Economist print edition

A bad loser's tale 

Get article background

“THE art of losing”, wrote Elizabeth Bishop, an American poet, “isn't hard to master.” Tell that to Andrés
Manuel López Obrador, who narrowly lost Mexico's presidential election last July. A year on he is still
whingeing: in print, in the street and in a late-night television programme. But fewer Mexicans are
listening.

After a partial recount, Mexico's electoral authorities found that Felipe Calderón, a moderate
conservative, had defeated Mr López Obrador, a populist leftist, by 233,831 votes, or just 0.6% of those
cast. Mr López Obrador still disputes that: he claims he won by 2m votes, but he has yet to produce any
serious evidence. Last November he declared himself “legitimate” president. None of this has stopped Mr
Calderón from governing effectively.

Mr López Obrador continues the argument in a book published this week, “La mafia nos robó la
Presidencia” (“The mafia stole the Presidency from us”). Its author sees conspiracies everywhere. The
introduction of daylight saving time in Mexico was, we are told, a plot to make life easier for the stock
exchange. When Mr López Obrador was mayor of Mexico City one of his top officials was caught on film
in Las Vegas gambling with city money. This was apparently a set-up to smear him.

Since he led the polls for most of the campaign, defeat understandably came as a shock. It was mainly
due to his own mistakes, such as not turning up for a first candidates' debate—because, he now
explains, the media would have painted him as the loser. He sees himself as a victim of Mexico's
establishment, although he and many of his aides were stalwarts of the Institutional Revolutionary Party
during its seven decades of authoritarian rule. He denounces Mr Calderón, a lifelong democrat, as a
“neo-fascist”.

Only 61% of those who voted for Mr López Obrador say they would do so again, according to a poll for
Reforma, a newspaper. That means that he still has a hard core of supporters. But backing for him in his
centre-left Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) is less than lukewarm. Contrary to his injunction to
boycott the “usurper” president, the party is acting as a responsible opposition, negotiating with Mr
Calderón on legislation.

On the anniversary of the election, Mr López Obrador held a protest rally in the Zócalo, the Mexico City
square his supporters occupied for weeks last year. The rally was large, but much less so than those of 
the past. Five of the PRD's state governors were absent. The sixth, Marcelo Ebrard of Mexico City, 
attended but sat far from Mr López Obrador and didn't speak.

A dozen years ago Subcomandante Marcos, the ski-masked leader of the Zapatista guerrillas, was a 
national figure in Mexico. Today he has influence only in a small part of Chiapas state and in a few 
campuses in the United States and Europe. He failed to adapt to Mexico's increasingly robust
democracy. Mr López Obrador appears to be following a similar path.


